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Meet BUX. 

A pouf disguised as 
boxwood tree.

Designed, planted and 
cherished by Studio Tweelink.

The BUX looks like a boxwood 
tree but in reality it’s a pouf 

with a hand-made top 
that sits like a throne. 
Very decorative at the 

entrance of a terrace or 
garden. And it really comes in 

handy for extra seating.

Available in both velvet and 
skai leather and in many 
different colors. It has its 

boxwood shape because it’s 
meant for outdoor use. 

But feel free to plant one 
indoors as well.



A chesterfield cushion on a strong vase. 
Eyecatcher and a  perfect seat!



BUX
OUTDOOR ATLAS 

WHITE 01.2A

ORANGE 01.5C

GREEN 01.1C

BLACK 01.3A

PINK 01.4A



It looks like a boxwood and 
it sits like a throne. Unique 

and striking for outdoor and 
indoor use.



BUX
METALLLIC 

ATLAS 

PLATINUM 02.3B

BRONZE 02.2C

SILVER 02.1B





Easy as mobile seat and 
also very decorative at 
the entrance, garden or 

terrace.



 Retro-cool, 
       velours scores...    



BUX
VELOURS VELLUTI

PURPLE 03.2B

GREY 03.3A YELLOW 03.4B

GREEN 03.1C



Graceful pimped 
with Swarovski 

elements.
Gracefully 

pimped
with Swarovski



BUX
DELUXE 
SWAROVSKI BUTTONS

WHITE 04.2B

BLACK 04.1A



Shine and glitter ... Swarovski 
impresses everywhere.





VELLUTTI: 100% cotton pile velours. Stain resistant and water repellant finish. Upholstery 
coating on backside. The luster of this fabric is obtained through the special and unique 
finishing process that the mill developed itself.

Cleaning: alkali-free soap (Wolllight or Sunlight).
Compound: 80% CO, 10% CMD, 10% PES.
For indoor use only.

All color combinations are possible.

POLYETHYLENE VASE

   410 mm

240 mm

550

FABRIC SKAY (ATLAS)

STUDIO TWEELINK

ATLAS: 30% cotton, 70% polyester. Stain resistant and water repellant finish. Upholstery coa-
ting on backside. 

Cleaning: use a soft clean cloth, warm water and mild soap (no aggressive resources).
Bux is moisture resistant, but it’s advisable to give him some shelter from heavy rain.

Tweelink is a young design studio, founded in 2005 by twin sisters Tineke & Marieke Willems, 
both graduated from the Design Academy Eindhoven. Since then their goal is to conquer the 
world with their fun designs, revealing a new meaning to familiar objects from everyday life. 
Tweelink stands for positivity, humour and enjoyment! It is very pure and direct to cooperate 
as twins. That is our strength: we are two individuals, but add up to each other enormously. 
The magic is in the brainstorming sessions, that is where two thoughts become one.

photography: Marcel Willems Fotografie

FABRIC VELOURS (VELLUTI)

22 MPa  105 to 115 °C 
Height: 550 mm

Diameter: 410 mm
Weight: 2800 gr



Height: 550 mm
Diameter: 410 mm
Weight: 2800 gr



Designed, plated 
and cherished by 
Studio Tweelink.



BUX
VELOURS VELLUTI

BUX
METALLLIC 

ATLAS 

BUX
VELOURS VELLUTI

BUX
DELUXE 
SWAROVSKI BUTTONS
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